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Reveal the natural beauty of your skin with PIANOON AntiOx Body Scrub
With the growing human needs, necessary measures are taken to fulﬁll them, but now a day the needs are not
only just fulﬁlled but it has moved one step ahead of that.
With the growing human needs, necessary measures are taken to fulﬁll them, but now a day the needs are not
only just fulﬁlled but it has moved one step ahead of that. For example; once people used to travel on foot, then
came bicycle and then car. But in one or the other way it had been creating problem for human as well as for
nature itself.
The use of artiﬁcial substances has been polluting the environment which is harming us in all the possible ways, it
has a similar eﬀect on our skin, and the thing that makes it worst is that today’s lifestyle has left a little margin for
error. That means one has to take proper care of the skin, and for that one should drink at least 8-10 glasses of
water/day, followed by minimum of 8 hrs of sleep, and the important thing is one should avoid stress. Along with all
the above mentioned remedies one should take care of ones skin by exfoliating it with a good body scrub, now as
already discussed one should not use skin products that contain artiﬁcial ingredients.
PIANOON AntiOx body scrub is great product which is made up of 100% natural ingredients, which not only
exfoliates but also nourishes the skin. Some of the ingredients which contribute to the level of quality it has got
are:
Shea Butter: It is known to be the superb moisturizer, with exceptional healing properties for the skin, and is very
useful in blemishing wrinkles, eczema and dermatitis.
Jojoba oil: It is a natural wax that doesn’t vaporize. It is very similar to oil produced by human body hence tricks the
skin and balances the oil production and thus moisturizes the skin yet makes the skin oil free, hence suitable for
oily skin too.
Almond oil: It is absorbed by the skin very quickly and hence nourishes it readily.
And many other such ingredients, which nourish the skin and make it baby soft.
The WOW Eﬀect
PIANOON Anti-Ox bodyscrub is suitable for all skin types. The sugar in the scrub creates a magniﬁcent peeling
eﬀect, because it gets dissolved slowly while scrubbing which avoids the irritation in the skin, leaving behind the
mesmerizing aroma of the apricot which gets into your skin and make it smell fresh, the fans of this Scrub calls it
the wow eﬀect with great body peeling attributes. Reveal the magic of your skin, because seductively smooth,
velvety soft skin shouldn’t be a luxury.
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